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Lohar, and Neermalee, with the Mukwana landholders of
Mandoowa, Poonadura, and Rural, occupied an area of about
fifteen miles in the neighbourhood of the river Watruk a
second clustei, of nine Koolee villages, lay on the Sabhermutee
in the pergunnah of Beejapooi , immediately to the south of
these were the Rajpoot estates of Wursora, Mansa, and Petha-
pooi The Koolees of the Kakurej, near the Bunas, and those
of the Choonwal, were estimated at the respective strength of
eight thousand, and five thousand bowmen , but their country
was not strong, and they had ceased to be troublesome to their
neighbours
The ruins of numerous and extensive castles, built by the
Mohummedan monarchs with the view of checking the
* Mewasees,' or refractory tribes, are still to be seen in un-
frequented parts of the country Such measures were probably
not very effectual, even when the Moslem power was in full
vigour, and in the decline of the Mogul empire the garrisons
were withdrawn, and the country was abandoned to its turbu-
lent inhabitants The state of affairs was altered on the appear-
ance of the Mahrattas, who, without building forts or attempt-
ing to assume the direct government, earned on their usual
harassing inroads until they extorted a tribute, which they
continued to increase as opportunity offered
The Mahratta Moolukgeeree force,1 m the Myhee Kanta,
used to canton during the rams wherever its presence seemed
most required, and for the whole of the remaining eight months
of the year it was constantly in motion When the tribute
was not paid on demand, a horseman, entitled to levy a fixed
sum every day, called a Mohul, was despatched to the chief
In case this measure proved ineffectual the force moved to the
chief's lands, when, if the presence of such undisciplined
visitors, by its own inconvenience, failed to bring him to terms,
they proceeded to cut down his crop, spoil his trees, and waste
his lands These measures were generally rendered necessary
by the imposition of some addition to the tribute , but many
villages also made it a point of honor not to pay unless a force
came against them In cases of extreme obstinacy m refusing
tribute, or in. committing or encouraging depredations, the
1 [See Bombay Gazetteer, vol va. (Baroda), chapter vu, yaseim ]

